Yacht Names & Technical Labels
C&C produces all safety signs required from IMO and ISO international standards specifically for the yacht industry and mega yachts. The signage range for this trade is produced on CC-Glowmarine rigid material and on photoluminescent plexiglass, the size is always appropriate to the type of boat.
Yacht Names

C&C manufactures small to big size Illuminated Vessels Names with different illuminating techniques: Boxed letters with back-light panels with led technology – Fiber optic illuminating system – Back light open light diffusion with special marine led stripes – Back light diffusion with acrylic diffuser. C&C has a qualified staff to offer a ready turnkey service including on board installation and test.
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Machinery Labels

C&C Shipping Solutions has implemented his range of engraving and printed labels. During these years we have designed several specials labels and brackets basing on the customer needing. Every kind of labels and brackets can be engineered and produced in our company. C&C Shipping Solutions can offer to his customer a full service of Pipe marking and labelling installation. We can produce customized pipe marking tape and labels, our specialized technician can install them directly on board.

Synoptic panels and dashboards

C&C Shipping Solutions also produced: synoptic panels, dashboard, backlight panels and plexiglas interior design, for each type of boat.